Advice on joined vocational training (VET)

Who can benefit from this service?

- Small and medium-sized businesses – both long-standing firms and start-ups
- Employers in industry and the skilled trades, retail, hotels and hospitality, the digital economy, the creative and media industries, healthcare, the service sector and the liberal professions

When can firms profit from this service?

- If training is carried out in collaboration with another company

Joined training helps secure skilled labour if not all the knowledge and practical skills required under the joined training regulations for a particular occupation can be covered by one company alone.

Joined training can also help employers recruit more suitable candidates, who are more likely to apply if they can acquire supplementary professional skills and knowledge from a partner company.

In what respects do we support employers?

- Finding suitable partner firms bases on the specifications of the respective training regulations
- Drafting partnership agreements between training companies
- Clarifying issues arising during training
- Applying for financial support

We also put employers in touch with the right people who can:

- Help them find suitable trainees
- Provide supplementary assistance alongside training
- Help solve critical situations arising during training
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